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Cloud Computing is a concept that has been defined differently by
many and there seem not to be a consensus. Despite these views,
cloud computing is not a complete new idea as it has intricate
connections to technologies or domain such as the Grid Computing
paradigm, and the general distributed computing. This overview
gives the basic concept of cloud computing, and highlights the
relationship between Cloud computing and other cloud enabling
technologies by providing their similarities and differences. This
insight into the essential characteristics of cloud and its enabling
technologies provides a good foundation for understanding and a hint
on how to leverage desirable strengths of these technologies in the
cloud by way of extension and or inheritance.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Several technologies are related to cloud computing, and the cloud has emerged as a convergence of
several computing trends. It seeks to address certain key aspects that may have been lacking in each of these
trends, individually. In this paper, the features of each of these related technologies and how they compare
and or relate with cloud computing is discussed.
Cloud computing is a paradigm shift to computing [1] that sees and delivers computing as a service
rather than as a resource. Cloud computing encapsulates several layers of computing provisioning that
include the hardware resources located at the data centres of cloud providers, the operating system and
virtualization software on top of that hardware, and the applications that are delivered as services over the
internet. These services are provided as utility to customers who are billed based on usage, similar to the
billing scheme of traditional public services such as electricity, telephone and water.
Cloud Computing is a realization of computing pioneer John McCarthy‟s prediction back in 1961,
that “computation may someday be organized as a public utility”; and went on to speculate how this might
occur [2]. Cloud computing is not unconnected with Grid Computing and other related technologies.
In the mid 1990s, the term Grid was coined to describe technologies that would allow consumers to obtain
computing power on demand. Ian Foster and others [3],[4] posited that by standardizing the protocols used to
request computing power, we could spur the creation of a Computing Grid, analogous in form and utility to
the electric power grid. Researchers subsequently developed these ideas in many exciting ways, producing
for example large-scale federated systems (TeraGrid, Open Science Grid, caBIG, EGEE, Earth System Grid)
that provide not just computing power, but also data and software, on demand. Standards organizations (e.g.,
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OGF, OASIS) defined relevant standards. This term was co-opted by industry as a marketing term for
clusters. But no viable commercial Grid Computing providers emerged, at least not until recently [2].
This article aims to explain the key concepts, and underlying technologies as well as discussing the
relationships in terms of similarities and differences of cloud computing to other domain which has
contributed to the evolution of cloud computing. This will help deliver a much broader understanding and
appreciation of cloud computing.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the theoretical baselines, section 3
provides an overview of cloud computing, section 4 discusses cloud computing related technologies which
are regarded as enabling technologies of the cloud, section 5 summarizes and section 6 concludes.
2.0

THEORETICAL BASELINES
Cloud computing today is the beginning of “network based computing” over Internet in force. It is
the technology of the decade and the beginning to the end of the dominance of desktop computing such as
that with the Windows. It is also the beginning of a new Internet based service economy: the Internet centric,
Web based, on demand, Cloud applications and computing economy [5].
2.1

Distributed Computing
Distributed computing refers to the very idea of using distributed systems that are generally multiple
computers connected to each other via computer networks to collaboratively process a common goal. Those
computers communicating can be homogeneous or heterogeneous, distributed globally or locally. According
to the characteristics of localization or equality, distributed systems have different subsets, such as
supercomputers, grids, clusters, web 2.0 and clouds [2].
Before going further into the subsets of distributed computing, an illustration is provided to
visualize the interconnection between the concepts that will be explained in the following:

Figure 2.0: Distributed Computing and its subsets [2].
Every participanting machine in a distributed system is able to download the peace of software and then
interconnect to a centralized server. The servers provide the input from their sensors with a huge amount of
data, making the calculation of this data normally very complicated. While a single computer would not be
able to do that in an appropriate amount of time, millions of computers that are interconnected anywhere in
the world would be able to achieve that.
2.1.1

Clusters
Characteristics of clusters are that the computers being linked to each other are normally distributed
locally, and have the same kind of hardware and operating system. Therefore cluster work stations are
connected together and can possibly be used as a super computer [21].
2.1.2

Supercomputers
Supercomputers can be easily compared to clusters, because it follows the same concept, except the
fact that it is merged into one box already and is not locally interconnected with other machines [21]. IBM is
constructing those machines consisting with a lot of processors that are merged into one machine with high
performance capabilities [22]. The only disadvantage is that they are usually expensive and have the
necessity of a huge amount of energy.
Cloud Computing with Related Enabling Technologies (Abah Joshua)
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2.1.3

Grids
When defining grid computing it is necessary to differ it from clusters. While clusters are distributed
locally and obliged to use the same hardware and Operating System (OS), grids involve heterogeneous
computers that are connected to each other and distributed globally. The OS and hardware that run on those
machines can also be different from each other [21].
The computers that are interconnected over the internet can come from anywhere while there is
usually no obligation to pay. For this reason already it is obvious that grids being connected are not nearly as
expensive as the supercomputers that are offered from IBM and other technology companies.
2.1.4

Clouds
Together with virtualization, clouds can be defined as computers that are networked anywhere in the
world with the availability of paying for the used clouds in a pay-per-use way, meaning that just the
resources that are being used will be paid for [18]. In the following, clouds will be introduced.
3.

CLOUD COMPUTING OVERVIEW
There is no absolute consensus on the meaning of the term “Cloud computing” as noted by [23],
“A lot of people are jumping on the [cloud] bandwagon, but I have not heard two people say the same thing
about it. There are multiple definitions out there of „the cloud.‟”
Hence, many definitions have been given by different researchers to the term. We shall adopt the America
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)‟s definition of the cloud. According to NIST [6],
Cloud computing is “A pay-per-use model for enabling available convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”
3.1

Cloud Computing Features
The summary of the features of Cloud Computing described by [7], [9] is:
 Cloud Computing is a new computing paradigm.
 Infrastructure resources (hardware, storage and system software) and applications are provided in
everthing-as-a-service (XaaS) manner. When these services are offered by an independent provider
or to external customers, Cloud Computing is based on pay-per-use business models.
 Main features of Clouds are virtualization and dynamic scalability on demand.
 Utility computing and SaaS are provided in an integrated manner, even though utility computing
might be consumed separately.
 Cloud services are consumed either via Web browser or via a defined API.

3.2

Cloud Computing Characteristics
There are five essential characteristics of Cloud Computing which explains their relation and
difference from the traditional computing. These are;
 On-demand-self-service: Consumer can provision or un-provision the services when needed,
without the human interaction with the service provider.
 Broad Network Access: It has capabilities over the network and accessed through standard
mechanism.
 Resource Pooling (Multi-tenancy): The computing resources of the provider are pooled to serve
multiple consumers which are using a multi-tenant model, with various physical and virtual
resources dynamically assigned, depending on consumer demand.
 Rapid Elasticity: Services can be rapidly and elastically provisioned.
 Measured Service: Cloud Computing systems automatically control and optimize resource usage by
providing a metering capability to the type of services (e.g. storage, processing, bandwidth, or active
user accounts) [7], [8].

3.3

Cloud Service Models
Three Cloud Services Models are defined, these fundamental classifications are often referred to as
“SPI model” that is; software, platform or infrastructure as a service.
 Cloud Software as Service: This is a capability in which the consumer can use the provider‟s
applications running on the cloud.
 Cloud Platform as Service: In this type of service, the consumer can deploy the consumer created or
acquired applications created by using programming languages or tools provided by provider, on the
cloud infrastructure.
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Cloud Infrastructure as Service: This is a capability provided to the consumer by which, it can
provision processing, storage, networks and other fundamental computing resources where the
consumers can deploy and run the software (that is, operating systems, applications) [7], [8].

SaaS
PaaS

IaaS
Figure 3 :SPI Model Pyramid

Figure 3.1: Showing the Cloud Computing Stack and Existing Cloud Services [20].
3.4

Cloud Deployment Models
Cloud services are provisioned in different ways, this are referred to as deployment models [7].
They include;
 Public Cloud: The cloud infrastructure is available to the general public.
 Private Cloud: The type of the cloud, that is available solely for a single organization.
 Community Cloud: In this type of cloud deployment model, the infrastructure of the cloud is shared
by several organizations and supports a specific community with shared concerns.
 Hybrid Cloud: This is a cloud infrastructure that is a composition of two or more clouds that is,
private, community or public [7], [8].
4.

CLOUD COMPUTING RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Several technologies are related to cloud computing, and the cloud has emerged as a convergence of
several computing trends. It seeks to address certain key aspects that may have been lacking in each of these
trends, individually.
Cloud Computing with Related Enabling Technologies (Abah Joshua)
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Clouds extend the capabilities of other domains with the specific goal to achieve scalability/
elasticity, availability with optimal resource utilisation, which is as such only partially addressed in other
domains. Specifically, clouds belong to the wider areas of Internet of Services (including Web Services,
Web3.0, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) etc.) and Utility Computing (including Grid, Virtual
Organisations etc.) and implicitly inherit multiple aspects from these domains, such as virtualisation and
outsourcing. Depending on usage, they may extend these characteristics, in particular by adding a new
business model. What is important to stress again in this context is that not all cloud characteristics
exclusively belong to the cloud domain; extrinsic features that generally belong to other domains enable
service and utility computing are naturally taken over in clouds. Specifically, we can distinguish (Figure 4.0)
between
 Characteristics exclusive to the Cloud (intrinsic features)
 Characteristics belonging to other domains but having to be adapted in order to meet the cloud
relevant specifics (extrinsic extended)
 Characteristics that belong to other domains and just act as enablers to cloud systems, that is, do not
have to be extended (extrinsic inherited)

Figure 4.0: Inheritance and Extension of Characteristics across the Related Domains [10]

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Cloud Characteristics and their Relationship to other Domains. Inheritance is
from Right to Left. The Further Left is Characteristics Advances, the more it needs to be adapted for the
respective domain(s), [10].
IJ-CLOSER Vol. 2, No. 1, February 2013 : 40 – 49
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We refer here in particular to three related domains, though the list can be easily extended and
refined:
 Internet of Service: covering areas such as Web Services, Web 3.0, and SOA etc. In other words,
individual service provisioning without specific means for dealing with availability, that is, just
network load balancing.



Utility Computing: including Grids, Virtual Organisations, and also High Performance Computing
(HPC) to some degree, as they were originally conceived and realised.
General IT or more correctly “non-web” IT, including all computer science aspects concerning
isolated machines, i.e. without making explicit use of the web. This includes theory of computation,
hardware architectures, operating systems etc.

More specifically, the characteristics identified above can be classified with respect to the domains
they were originally conceived in and to the ones which take up/extend them (see Figure 4.1). The Columns
denote the domain to which the concepts apply, so that any entry within an according column implies that the
respective characteristic is specifically adjusted and or extended to meet the domain‟s requirements. In other
words, single column entries imply that all domains to the left inherit the characteristics without significant
adaptations, whilst domains to the right do not support this characteristic. If an entry spans multiple columns,
it means that the base concept is [10] conceived in the right-most domain and that all domains to the left
adapt the concept to their respective needs.
It will be noted that this classification is subject to many discussions due to the overlap in
terminologies across domains. It is worth mentioning in this context that the classification is oriented towards
the left, that is, “which domain provides capabilities that can be exploited on higher-level domains”, but there
is a noticeable right-orientation, too, where for example utility computing is improved by availability
methodologies of the Cloud, without necessarily turning the respective domain into a Cloud system.
4.1

Cloud Computing Vs. Grid Computing
There has always been a debate about the evolution of Cloud Computing and the most important point
in that is Grid Computing. Some people call Cloud Computing and Grid Computing the same phenomena
while others call Cloud Computing an extension of Grid computing. To find out the truth we need to know
about Grid computing [7], [9].
Grid Computing is a complex phenomenon which has evolved through earlier developments in
parallel, distributed and high performance computing (HPC) [12], [11]. One of the most cited definitions of
Grid computing was from [1]
“A computational grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent,
pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities.” [9]
After that, the development of support for generic IT resource sharing started to be measured as the
real Grid problem; according to Foster,
“The real and specific problem that underlies the Grid concept is coordinated resource sharing and problem
solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations. The sharing that we are concerned with is not
primarily file exchange but rather direct access to computers, software, data, and other resources, as is
required by a range of collaborative problem-solving and resource brokering strategies emerging in
industry, science, and engineering” [3].
Virtual organizations in this definition can be defined as the dynamic group of individuals, groups, or
organization who define the conditions and rules for sharing resources [13]. Some of the organizations have
also defined the Grid computing with respect to the features. According to IBM,
“Grid computing allows you to unite pools of servers, storage systems, and networks into a single large
system so you can deliver the power of multiple-systems resources to a single user point for a specific
purpose. To a user, data file, or an application, the system appears to be a single enormous virtual
computing system.” [14].
The description of Cloud computing earlier and of Grid computing here shows that Cloud
computing and Grid computing have many similarities. This leads to discussion about the differences in these
two technologies. The table below shows the technical differences among Cloud computing and Grid
computing [9].
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Table 1: Grid and Cloud Computing Technically Compared [7], [9], [2].

Means of utilization
(e.g. [16])
Typical usage pattern
(e.g. [17])
Level of abstraction
Business Model (e.g.
[2])
Architecture (e.g. [2])

Compute Model

Virtualization
Security Model

Grid Computing

Cloud Computing

Allocation of multiple servers onto
a single task or job.
Typically used for job
execution, i.e. the execution
of a program for a limited time
Expose high level of detail
project-oriented

Virtualization of servers; one server to
compute several tasks concurrently.
More frequently used to
support long-running services

Defines
a
five-layered
architecture(Fabric, Connectivity,
Resource,
Collective
and
Application layers)
Uses a batch-scheduled compute
model

Defines a four-layered architecture (Fabric,
Collective
Resource,
Platform
and
Application layers)

Grids do not rely on virtualization
as much as Clouds
Have tighter security

4.2

Provide higher-level abstractions
Pay-per-use

The compute model is interactive-real-time
shared. Resources in the Cloud are being
shared by all users at the same time.
Relies Heavily on virtualization
Currently, the security model seems to be
relatively simpler and less secure than the
security model adopted by Grids.

Virtualization in Cloud Computing
The description of Cloud computing earlier and that of Grid computing here shows that Cloud
computing and Grid computing have many similarities but also differ in many respects. The most
differentiating concept is the use of virtualization in cloud giving rise to multi-tenancy. Cloud computing
technologies could never exist without the use of the underlying technology known as Virtualization [20].
As presented in the Table 1, what makes Cloud computing different from Grid computing is
“virtualization”. Cloud computing leverages virtualization to maximize the computing power; Virtualization,
by separating the logical from the physical, resolves some of the challenges faced by Grid computing [7],
[15]. While Grid computing achieves high utilization by the allocation of multiple servers onto a single task
or job, the virtualization of servers in Cloud Computing achieves high utilization by allowing one server to
compute several tasks concurrently [7], [16].
With virtualization, applications and infrastructure are independent, allowing servers to be easily
shared by many applications where applications are running virtually anywhere in the world. This is possible
as long as the application is virtualized [18]. Virtualizing the application for the cloud means to package the
bits of the application with everything it needs to run, including pieces such as a database, a middleware and
an operating system; this self-contained unit of virtualized application can then run anywhere in the world
[18]. Virtualization also allows building so-called sandboxes. Sandboxes assure a higher degree of security
and reliability by providing a mechanism to run programs safely. It is commonly used to “execute untested
code or programs from unverified third-parties, suppliers and untrusted users” [19].
Along with the differences in technology among Grid computing and Cloud computing, usage
patterns are also different between them. Grid is usually used for job execution while clouds are more
frequently used to support long-running services [17]. As mentioned above, there is a debate in the
technology world that Cloud computing has evolved from Grid computing and that Grid computing is the
foundation for Cloud computing, [2] for example describe the relationship between Grid and Cloud
computing as follows:
“We argue that Cloud Computing not only overlaps with Grid Computing, it is indeed evolved out of Grid
Computing and relies on Grid Computing as its backbone and infrastructure support. The evolution has been
a result of a shift in focus from an infrastructure that delivers storage and compute resources (such is the
case in Grids) to one that is economy based aiming to deliver more abstract resources and services (such is
the case in Clouds).” [2].
Another observed remarkable difference between cloud and grid computing is cloud‟s broad
network access feature. This is depicted in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 respectively. Other differences include
the business model where the business model for Grids (at least that found in academia or government labs)
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is project-oriented in which the users or community represented by that proposal have certain number of
service units (ithat is, CPU hours) they can spend while Cloud utilizes a pay-as-you-go business model.
It is worth noting that in the architecture of these two technologies, Cloud defines a four-layed
architecture while Grid defines a five-layered architecture but both technologies have the same base and
topmost layer (being the fabric as the base and application as the topmost layer). This makes the security
model in Grid computing more stringent and more secured, the reson is that security is provided by the
protocol at each of the layers in the architecture thus, security has been engineered in the fundamental Grid
infrastructure compared to cloud‟s security model which seems to be relatively simpler and less secure than
the security model adopted by Grids. Cloud infrastructure typically rely on Web forms (over SSL) to create
and manage account information for end-users, and allows users to reset their passwords and receive new
passwords via Emails in an unsafe and unencrypted communication.

Figure 4.2: Grid Computing [5].

Figure 4.3: Cloud Computing [5].
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5. SUMMARY
The vision of Cloud computing and Grid computing is the same [2] and that is to (i) reduce the cost
of computing, (ii) increase reliability, and (iii) increase flexibility by transforming computers from something
that we buy and operate ourselves to something that is operated by a third party even though the scale are
different; clouds are operating at a different scale, and operating at these new, more massive scales can
demand fundamentally different approaches to tackling problems.
The problems are mostly the same in Clouds and Grids. There is a common need to be able to
manage large facilities; to define methods by which consumers discover, request, and use resources provided
by the central facilities; and to implement the often highly parallel computations that execute on those
resources. Details differ, but the two communities are struggling with many of the same issues. Thus we can
summarize that Grid computing is the starting point and basis for Cloud computing. Cloud computing
essentially represents the increasing trend towards the external deployment of IT resources, such as
computational power, storage or business applications, and obtaining them as services [9].
6. CONCLUSION
In information technology, it is observed that technology scales by an order of magnitude, and in the
process reinvents itself. Such is the case with Cloud computing. Cloud computing is a paradigm shift in
computing that completely realized the predictions of John Mcarthy. It inherited and also extended the
features of preceeding technologies such as Grid computing. Thus, Cloud computing possess to a high
degree, features of the Grid but it is still not with some differences. One of these outstanding differences
between Cloud and Grid is virtualization which has given rise to multi-tenancy in Cloud computing
environment. It is believed at this advocacy level of Cloud computing that adopting key strengths of Cloud
enabling technologies such as the Grid especially in areas of its security model will help advance the
adoption of cloud computing.
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